Start Your BlackRock Career and Apply for the APAC Summer Internship Program!

BlackRock was founded 25 years ago by eight entrepreneurs who wanted to start a very different company; one that combined the best of a financial leader and a technology pioneer. A company with a singular purpose: making a difference in the lives of the parents and grandparents, doctors and teachers who entrust us with their money—and their futures—every day. Today, as the world’s largest asset manager, with over $4 trillion under management, BlackRock brings together financial leadership, worldwide reach and state-of-the-art technology to provide answers to the millions of investors who entrust their financial futures to the company.

At BlackRock, you can have the career you want - challenging, rewarding and evolving. Whatever your interests, there is a place for you to grow here - across businesses, backgrounds and borders.

Our 10-week Summer Internship Program is designed to provide students a challenging, meaningful and supportive internship experience that replicates as closely as possible the experience of being a full-time BlackRock analyst. Intern orientation offers a thorough overview of the firm and includes a speaker series featuring many of BlackRock’s senior leaders. Following orientation, interns receive on-the-job training and are given day-to-day responsibilities to contribute to assigned teams throughout the summer. The program also includes a team portfolio challenge, innovation challenge (Hackathon), mentoring, and networking opportunities. BlackRock invites our most successful summer interns back to join our Graduate Program for a full-time position.

Analytics & Risk roles include Aladdin Client Services, Financial Modeling, Portfolio Analytics and Risk & Quantitative Analysis.

Corporate roles include Business Operations, Finance, Human Resources, Internal Audit, Legal & Compliance and Marketing & Communications.

Investment roles include Trading, Alternatives and Portfolio Management.

Client Business roles include Business Management, Relationship Management and Product Management across Defined Contribution, Institutional, iShares and Retail.

Technology roles include Software Engineering, Portfolio Analytics and Aladdin Client Business.


Any questions, please feel free to reach out to the campus team at apaccampusrecruiting@blackrock.com

The new world of investing awaits you. Don’t let it pass you by.